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Second Quarter 2019 Tactical Thoughts  
 

World equity markets rallied sharply in June fuelled by the 
prospect of interest rate cuts by central banks globally 
and hope that the US-China trade dispute might be 
resolved. The MSCI ACWI index gained +6.4%, the second 
biggest monthly gain in the last ten years. The highly 
anticipated US-China presidential meeting at the G20 
gathering in Osaka late in the month boosted sentiment 
further. 
 
The strong equity market performance has seen investors 
chasing growth, certainty and now yield. However the 
longer it goes on for, the more uncertainty builds. 
Common concerns are the length of the current cycle, 
the sustainability of growth, trade tensions, interest rates 
and rising geopolitical tensions. We have had such a good run but the question on many people’s 
minds is how long will this go on for? 
 
The benchmark S&P/NZX 50 Index rounded out the second quarter with a +6.7% gain as yield 
seeking investors once again drove the market to record highs. In an environment where the 
RBNZ seems to be eager to cut rates, we have seen a strong bid for companies paying reliable 
dividends. For the first six months of the year, Meridian Energy is up +40% and Auckland Airport 
up +37% illustrating the scale of demand for blue-chip yield names. As these stocks have 
appreciated, their implied yields have fallen, but investors seem enamoured at any price. 
 
The Australian market lagged global indices in June, but both the ASX 200 and New Zealand’s NZX 
50 Index have been two of the best performing developed markets in the year so far. The RBA 
cut the cash rate by 25 basis points to 1.25% which was the first shift in policy for 34 months. 
The yield on Australian 10-year bonds fell to all-time low in June and by the end of the quarter 
was at 1.32% which has compressed by more than 1% in only six months. In early July, we have 
witnessed the RBA cutting rates again so the cash rate is now 1.00%. 
 
The U.S. S&P 500 marched higher in the second quarter, led by materials, energy and tech stocks. 
Brent crude oil prices, which had given up earlier gains, rose in June as tensions increased 
between the US and Iran. The US dollar lost ground against a number of currencies including the 
Kiwi dollar. 

European equity markets made strong gains in June as investors remained hopeful that Trump 
and Xi would move closer to a trade deal at the G20 summit. They were also buoyed by ECB 
President Mario Draghi suggesting that the Central Bank would be prepared to further loosen 
monetary policy to stimulate growth unless they see an improvement in economic data. The IHS 
Markit Eurozone Composite PMI hit a seven-month high of 52.1 in June. British equities were 
firmer, in line with international markets but domestic politics were never far away as the 

Key Highlights  
− Global equity markets 

continue to move higher as 
dovish central banks lead to 
asset price inflation and a 
chase for yield. 

− Recessionary fears seem to 
have abated for now. 

− Maintain discipline in 
regards to asset allocation. 
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Conservative Party leadership contest began. Nervousness persists as the electorate is worried 
about the likelihood of an early general election or a no-deal Brexit. 

Emerging markets had a healthy month, as Trump conceded a few key sticking points with Xi 
Jinping when they met at the G20 Summit. Asian equities in particular benefited from renewed 
confidence of a breakthrough in US-China trade talks at a meeting between President Trump 
and President Xi at the G20 summit in Osaka. The meeting concluded with an announcement 
that the two sides would resume negotiations while the US promised to temporarily halt a new 
20% tariff on US$300 billion worth of Chinese imports and to lower some restrictions on Chinese 
technology giant, Huawei. China, in turn, agreed to increase its purchase of US food and 
agricultural products. 

Japanese equities ended the quarter higher despite the Bank of Japan’s Tankan survey showing 
that corporate confidence has worsened as export manufacturers suffered from the US-China 
trade war and related global slowdown. 

While equities and bonds seem to only be getting more valuable by the day, we take this 
opportunity to remind clients to stay disciplined. One must remember asset allocation and not to 
be tempted to place all their chips into the rising equities basket. One must remember that over 
time, the asset allocation decision is the key determinant of portfolio performance and that it is 
extremely difficult to perfectly time the market especially on a consistent basis. 

We are reassured with how markets have performed over the last 24 months and our call to stay 
the course and not jump off the horse too early. With central banks racing to cut rates almost 
despite the data, we maintain our resolve and believe asset prices will continue to bid higher. 
Any significant bout of volatility or a pull-back is likely to continue to be a buying opportunity. 
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Recommended Tactical Asset Allocation 
 

 
 

Asset Class Tactical Rationale 

NZ Equities  Valuations are stretched but Kiwisaver flows and the 
hunt for yield remain key drivers in the near term 
hence we retain our Neutral. 

Australian 
Equities 

 US/China trade dispute continues to cloud outlook 
but RBA’s dovish stance and Federal tax cuts makes us 
revise our Underweight to Moderately Underweight. 

US Large Cap 
Equities 

 US corporate earnings growth is likely to remain 
resilient. While late in the cycle, we still see 
opportunities before markets move to the next phase. 

US Small Cap 
Equities 

 With a dovish Fed now indicating they may even ease, 
we continue to see tailwinds for US small caps. 

Developed World 
Equities 

 Brexit continues to be negative for the UK but Europe 
seems to be turning a corner. Japanese equites have 
been challenging as they struggle from trade tensions. 

EM Equities  A weaker USD is positive for Emerging Markets and if 
we see a resolution on trade we expect a re-rate. 

NZ Listed 
Property 

 Revaluation gains, tight occupancy and lower debt 
servicing costs underpin our robust view on NZ listed 
property. 

Fixed Interest  Fixed Interest has rallied significantly on a change in 
tact from the RBNZ. We are Neutral as we have to 
balance historically low interest rates against safe-
haven demand from rising equity volatility.  

Cash  With the RBNZ explicitly stating their desire to keep 
short term interest rates at low levels, we see little 
benefit in holding large quantities of cash.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Underweight Overweight 
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Market Price Earnings ratios 
Price Earnings ratios 2014 – 2019* 

 
*Price/Earnings Ratios are Bloomberg Best estimates for forecast year one. 

 

Price Earnings ratios versus average* 

Price Earnings* 
NZ 

Equities 
Australian 

Equities 
US Large 

Cap Equities 
US Small Cap 

Equities 
Developed 

World 
EM 

Equities 

As at 30 June 24.1 17.3 18.0 24.8 14.1 13.0 

10-year average 17.8 15.0 16.3 26.0 14.1 12.1 

5-year average 20.0 16.0 17.9 26.7 14.9 12.4 

*Price Earnings ratios are Bloomberg Best estimates for forecast year one. 

 
FX Returns to 30 June 2019 
NZ$ FX performance percentage returns to 30 June 2019 

Currency Pair 1m 3m 6m 12m 

NZ$/ US$ 2.9% -1.3% 0.0% -0.7% 

NZ$/ AU$ 1.5% -0.2% 0.4% 4.6% 

Source: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, June 2019. 
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Index Returns to 30 June 2019 
 
Index percentage returns in their currency 

Asset Class Index  1m 3m 6m 12m 

NZ Equities S&P/NZX 50 Gross NZ$ 3.8 6.7 19.2 17.4 

Australian Equities S&P/ASX Accumulation 200  AU$ 3.7 8.0 19.7 11.5 

US Large Cap Equities Russell 1000 Total Return US$ 7.0 4.2 18.8 10.0 

US Small Cap Equities Russell 2000 Total Return  US$ 7.1 2.1 17.0 -3.3 

Developed World Equities MSCI EAFE* US$ 5.8 2.5 11.8 -1.9 

EM Equities MSCI EM*  US$ 5.7 -0.3 9.2 -1.4 

NZ Listed Property S&P/NZX Property Gross NZ$ 5.9 12.1 21.6 31.1 

Fixed Interest S&P/NZX Corporate A  NZ$ 0.6 1.9 4.2 6.9 

Cash ANZ New Zealand Call Rate  NZ$ 0.1 0.4 0.8 1.7 

Source: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, June 2019 (*not total return index). 

Index percentage returns translated into NZ$ 

Asset Class Index 1m 3m 6m 12m 

NZ Equities S&P/NZX 50 Gross 3.8 6.7 19.2 17.4 

Australian Equities S&P/ASX Accumulation 200 2.1 8.3 19.2 6.7 

US Large Cap Equities Russell 1000 Total Return 4.2 5.8 18.9 11.0 

US Small Cap Equities Russell 2000 Total Return  4.3 3.6 17.0 -2.4 

Developed World Equities MSCI EAFE*  3.0 4.0 11.8 -1.0 

EM Equities MSCI EM*  2.9 1.2 9.3 -0.5 

NZ Listed Property S&P/NZX All Real Estate 5.9 12.1 21.6 31.1 

Fixed Interest S&P/NZX Corporate A  0.6 1.9 4.2 6.9 

Cash ANZ New Zealand Call Rate  0.1 0.4 0.8 1.7 

Source: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, June 2019 (*not total return index). 

Macquarie Interest Rate and FX Forecasts  

Rate 2Q2019A 3Q2019E 4Q2019E 1Q2020E 2Q2020E 

Australia Cash Rate 1.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Australia 10yr govt  1.35 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 

US Fed Funds Rate  2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.75 

US 10yr Treasury 2.70 2.75 2.85 3.00 3.15 

NZD OCR 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 

NZ 10yr govt 2.00 2.00 2.10 2.30 2.30 

NZ$/ US$ 0.6700 0.6700 0.6700 0.6700 0.6800 

AU$/ US$ 0.7100 0.7200 0.7200 0.7200 0.7200 

NZ$/ AU$ 0.9437 0.9306 0.9306 0.9306 0.9444 

EUR/ US$ 1.1200 1.1500 1.1800 1.2000 1.2000 

US$/ JPY 109.00 109.00 108.00 104.00 103.00 

GBP/ US$ 1.3500 1.3700 1.4000 1.4000 1.4000 

Source: Macquarie, June 2019.   
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Market Outlook and 
Portfolio Positioning 
New Zealand equities 
 

The New Zealand share market surged in June as lower-for-longer interest rates became the 
mantra and investors rushed to secure yield. Large electricity stocks were the main beneficiaries 
with Meridian, Genesis, Contact and Infratil all up around +10%, and Mercury up over +20%. The 
New Zealand share market is being pulled by the same currents affecting global share markets 
and interest rates are the main undertow. As global and domestic interest rates continue to 
head lower, investors are paying more for income, forcing yields lower. On a global basis, the 
yield available in the domestic equity market remains attractive.  

Economic data was headlined by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s Official Cash Rate (OCR) 
announcement, which saw the rate unchanged at 1.5%. The Bank called out weaker global and 
domestic growth and signaled a lower OCR may be required. The BNZ Manufacturing PMI fell to 
50.2; its lowest level since 2012. Year on year (YoY) GDP came in at 2.6% for the first quarter, 
which is down to a level of growth last seen in the second quarter of 2014. Food prices were up 
1.7% YoY. REINZ YoY house price data saw NZ ex-Auckland still humming along at 7.2% while 
Auckland picked up to 1.2%.  

The Hobson Wealth Partners Equity Model Portfolio has performed strongly, returning +16.2% 
year to date, but has underperformed the market by -1.1%.  The pull for yield has seen some 
names re-rate without a corresponding change in earnings. For instance, Meridian is up 
approximately +90% over the last two years, while its earnings have largely stayed the same. 
The nature of the New Zealand market is that these large cap stalwarts dominate the index. The 
Model Portfolio has been underweight these names in favour of stocks with greater long-term 
growth profiles. 

 

Tactical Positioning 

The New Zealand equity market continues to rally but we believe it is prudent to retain our 
Neutral recommendation. Yield-sensitive stocks have been bid higher and higher and in most 
cases run ahead of market expectations. One catalyst for this appears to be a revision of analyst 
valuation metrics as they begin to factor in the impact of lower discount rate assumptions and 
a lower cost of capital. We do not see the favourable interest rate backdrop unwinding anytime 
soon but we fear a lot is now priced in. Any failure to deliver on what is baked in could result in 
a sell-off. The Reserve Bank Governor, Adrian Orr, seems on a path to lower rates further but 
his plans for banking capital requirements leave us with a sense that some risks are not priced 
in. A catalyst for a sell-off never seems obvious until it has happened. We therefore recommend 
investors stay invested, but stay disciplined and remember an allocation to Fixed Interest as well 
as equities should help cushion a portfolio when it needs to. 

Australian equities  
The bellwether of Australian equities, the All Ordinaries Index, enjoyed an impressive first half, 
with its +17.2% increase, the best since 1991. Over the month of June, the largest 200 stocks 
(the S&P ASX 200 Accumulation Index) were up +3.7% led by Materials with mining stocks 
particularly strong. The Communications sector lagged as Vocus plunged after AGL Energy 
withdrew its takeover bid. 
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Industrials were the second-best performer in June, up +4.6%. The gains were driven by 
transport infrastructure stocks, such as Sydney Airport and Transurban, which are often used as 
a bond proxies in clients’ equity portfolios. With Australia’s 10- year bond yield down 15bps in 
June (and 132bps in the last year), many of the best performers over the quarter were bond 
proxies. 

Australia has benefited from a positive outlook for commodities this year. Iron ore prices 
continued their ascent, gaining +14% to end June at US$115.5 per tonne. Ongoing supply issues 
in Brazil coupled with strong Chinese steel demand continue to support prices. Gold prices 
touched a five-year high over the quarter as the US Fed shifted to a more dovish stance and 
geopolitical tensions escalated.  

Tactical Positioning 

Three months ago, we reduced our recommendation to Australian equities to Underweight. We 
were concerned with the cyclical nature of the Australian equity market, weakening macro-
economic data, slowing earnings growth and an imminent Federal election which at the time 
was likely to result in a change in Government. As we write this document, we now know that 
Scott Morrison’s coalition in fact held onto power and that an increasingly dovish Reserve Bank 
of Australia continues to cut interest rates, both of which are positive catalysts for the equity 
market which is closing in on record highs.  

The strong rally we have seen over the first half of 2019, has stretched valuations at a time when 
corporate earnings growth may well be muted into the coming reporting season. If this results 
in analyst downgrades, then the market might be in for some heightened volatility. The RBA 
Governor, Philip Lowe, must also be worried as he cut the Official Cash Rate to 1.00% on July 2nd 
2019. Despite any concerns, under this backdrop it is hard to be overly negative on the outlook 
for asset prices in Australia. We stick to our call to be selective but also would like to suggest a 
potentially lower risk way to gain exposure to the Australian market via an ETF which gives 
broader exposure across the entire market or sector(s). In the last few months we have seen 
considerable client interest in ESG focused ETFs that invest in Australian companies that act in 
a socially responsible manner. Please reach out to your adviser if you would like to learn more. 

International equities (excluding Australia) 

US equities 
The S&P 500 rose +3.8% in the second quarter and is now +17.4% for the half year to June. 
Reported corporate earnings were better than expected over the period but geopolitical 
tensions and trade tensions with China moderated investor sentiment. While ISM new orders 
and industrial production have weakened, small business have continued to expand and hire 
workers, and unemployment has stayed at multi-decade lows. The Federal Reserve has kept 
interest rates steady and may even now cut, and continually easy lending conditions have been 
reported. Over the second quarter, ten of eleven sectors posted price gains with Financials the 
clear standout. Energy was the only negative performing sector as oil prices ended up giving 
back some of their first quarter gains. 

Tactical Positioning  

U.S. equities might look expensive compared to those in Europe and Asia, but low inflation and 
interest rates mean investor sentiment is likely to stay elevated. Global growth remains on track 
and we see the likelihood of a recession being pushed further down the track. The 2020 
Democrat presidential candidate selection campaign has begun and we expect President Trump 
to do all that he can to make sure he gets elected for a second term in the Oval Office. The so-
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called “Fed put” (i.e. the Fed’s accommodative policy at all costs) should mean US equities have 
considerably more life in them left and we accordingly remain Moderately Overweight. 

Developed World equities 
European equity markets made strong gains over the quarter and are up significantly for the 
calendar year so far. With fundamentals incrementally starting to improve, the European Central 
Bank must take a large part of the credit. Earlier in the year, they announced a new TLRTO-III 
package to preserve favourable bank lending conditions and smooth the transmission of 
monetary policy. This should give ample breathing space to the region’s more stressed and 
capital hungry banks. In early June, ECB President, Mario Draghi, went a step further offering 
cheap financing terms and hinted that a rate cut could happen while also implementing further 
quantitative easing. This monetary policy is designed to stimulate credit growth and loan 
demand across the continent. 

The UK is still grappling with Brexit. Economic data remains weak and consumer confidence is 
struggling to improve in the face of ongoing uncertainty. Despite this, the UK stock market has 
traded higher in line with global markets and we continue to see corporate activity bubbling 
along which is encouraging. 

While lower interest rates worldwide have been broadly good for equity markets, it must be 
remembered that Japan was already there before everybody else. The Bank of Japan has tried 
to target inflation with asset purchases but with limited success. Japanese equities have 
underperformed this year largely because of the trade tensions and the knock-on effect these 
have on many Japanese companies’ supply chains in China. Geopolitical tensions have made 
matters worse, in that the Japanese yen’s safe-haven status has attracted capital and the Yen 
has appreciated, which is typically a negative for their domestic equity market. 

 
Tactical Positioning 

While there seems to be the appearance of green-shoots across Europe, we continue to be wary 
of political risks and a fragile economic block that is vulnerable to a risk of a downturn. Equities 
have rebounded from the end of last year but we stay cautious. The United Kingdom’s position 
within the European Union seems no clearer now three years on from that fateful vote in June 
2016. If anything, the departure of Theresa May makes the situation even more clouded. If 
clients are going to stay invested in the region, we would encourage them to focus only on the 
higher quality companies that have global businesses.  

Japan has struggled to deal with weakening confidence due to a challenging outlook for global 
trade and choppy financial markets, both of which have affected the country’s export sector. 
While a resolution of the trade tensions seems more likely as the quarter closes, we stay 
cautious. A weaker yen is good for their exports but the opposite has happened and a stronger 
Yen is now a negative for Japanese equities.  

Emerging Market equities 
Emerging markets rallied across the board during June as confidence returned, buoyed by 
growing expectations that central banks across the globe stand ready to lower interest rates on 
slowing growth concerns. Despite a comprehensive trade deal between the US and China 
remaining elusive, the recently concluded G20 meeting in Japan ended on a positive note as a 
potential de-escalation of the tariff tensions looked more likely. 

Chinese equities have struggled somewhat over the quarter weighed down by their trade 
dispute with the US. In response, the central government has remained committed to providing 
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ongoing support for the domestic market. The People’s Bank of China injected over US$100 
billion into the market in June to maintain liquidity in the banking system. Traders reported 
seeing “the national team” supporting mainland stocks and the Ministry of Finance issued new 
measures aimed at speeding up infrastructure spending. 

The election of Modi in India was a positive for their domestic equity market in May but the rally 
was so strong, that the benchmark Nifty Fifty index ended giving up some its gains in June. The 
macro-economic outlook remains somewhat uncertain with rising oil prices and with the BJP 
party only a few weeks into their new term, but recent monthly indicators including PMI, 
industrial production and exports have been encouraging. 

The Latin American region was positive over the quarter despite economic momentum not 
accelerating as much as investors would like. Mexican equity markets closed higher after the 
country reached a temporary truce with the US to contain the flow of migrants heading north 
in exchange for no escalation in tariffs on Mexican imports to the US.  

Tactical Positioning 

So far, 2019 has been characterised by rising trade war risks, which have set the tone for global 
markets and growth expectations. This has led to outflows from Emerging Markets and relatively 
weaker performance when compared to Developed Markets.  The economic data continues to 
show a deceleration in growth rates. The Fed continuing to cut rates is likely to help particularly 
if, as we expect, it results in a weaker US dollar. Headwinds though are the trade tensions and 
the region has seen outflows year to date. We think Emerging Markets offer a compelling long 
term investment opportunity and times like this are when one should continue to stay invested. 
As resolution of the US/China trade dispute begins to be priced in we would expect Emerging 
Markets especially in Asia to be at an inflection point. 

New Zealand listed property 
The New Zealand listed property sector has significantly outperformed the overall NZX50 in the 
last 12 months and returned a staggering +12.1% in the second quarter of 2019. We continue 
to like listed property for its diversification, asset quality, and income benefits.  The latest ‘leg’ 
down in interest rates is significant for the sector, with the biggest risk now being economic 
conditions. We continue to believe the outlook for listed property remains robust due to tight 
occupancy underpinned by expected rental growth and falling interest rates helping on the cost 
side. The listed property companies have seen strong gains in book value driven by investor 
demand, occupier fundamentals, low interest rates and the ongoing hunt for yield. 

Tactical Positioning 

We retain our Overweight recommendation to New Zealand listed property. A reduction in 
gearing along with a further reduction in funding costs makes us constructive on the sector. 
Office space is undersupplied and we prefer property companies with high quality assets and 
more flexible capital requirements. 

Fixed Interest and cash 
A steady flow of retail corporate bond issuance continued in the second quarter albeit not at 
the frenetic pace we saw in the first three months of the year. Investors are now faced with 
decreasing term deposit yields and the corporate bond market remains a viable alternative. 
Vector Limited (BBB/Stable) was a benefactor of this strong demand and issued NZ$250 million 
of senior unsecured six-year bonds at a yield of 3.45%, with demand from investors rumoured 
to be in the region of $1 billion. 
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The second quarter of 2019 has witnessed a significant ‘leg lower’ in interest rates again, with 
central banks globally now starting to deliver interest rate cuts. The Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand were very definitive in their last update to the market where they lowered the Official 
Cash Rate to 1.50% and opined that they are likely to have to deliver at least another citing a 
weaker global economic outlook and reduced momentum in domestic spending. 

Interest rate markets globally have adjusted lower also, due mainly to a change in rhetoric from 
the Federal Reserve in the US. The US 10-year benchmark bond yield has traded within a ~1.95% 
- 2.60% range (currently ~1.95%) for the second quarter 2019, now settling in the bottom of 
that range as central banks have put paid to higher bond yields. The recent developments have 
seen markets price in four full interest rate cuts by June 2020. The lower for longer interest rate 
theme is now fully entrenched. 

 

Tactical Positioning 

We retain our Neutral recommendation for fixed interest, as we are mindful of what is a 
backdrop of historically low interest rates. We are seeing credit spreads contract offshore 
despite the low rate environment and see potential for this flowing through to our market. With 
the best part of two further rate cuts now priced in domestic markets, we remain cautious 
around a potential unwind if the central bank were not to deliver, although we acknowledge this 
now feels less likely. Therefore, we see a need for wider margins to compensate investors, 
particularly for the longer dated maturities.  

With the RBNZ explicitly stating their desire to keep short term interest rates at low levels, we 
see little benefit in holding meaningful quantities of cash. The opportunity cost is high at this 
time and therefore clients should remain invested.  
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Stock in Focus: Infratil  
Macquarie upgraded Infratil to an Outperform on June 13th, 2019 with a price target of NZ$4.54. 
Infratil has been a consistent performer, and we expect it to continue to deliver growth and yield 
(approximately 4% at the time of writing) with a portfolio of high quality assets. The yield should 
be further enhanced by the acquisition of Vodafone, which is likely to be a source of cash flow 
back to shareholders over time. Morrison & Co have generally done a good job managing Infratil, 
but the nature of the management contract does create a misalignment, which in our view, is 
worth the risk for the exposure to diversified high-quality assets. Macquarie had advised on the 
sale of Infratil’s Australian university accommodation business and came off restriction in mid-
June after completion.  

Previously we believe there was limited impetus to invest in Infratil because their major asset 
was Trustpower (TPW), which can be purchased directly on market and allowed investors to 
reap the rewards of a good dividend stream without having to pay Infratil’s management fees.  
Recently, Infratil have acquired stakes in Canberra Data Centres (CDC) and Vodafone New 
Zealand. We believe CDC has the potential to be a growth engine for earnings as data storage 
moves more and more into the cloud. Vodafone is likely to contribute a strong dividend stream 
and show incremental earnings improvement under Infratil’s ownership. 

 
 

Infratil’s management fee structure has been a bone of contention for some. While we are not 
a fan of their fee structure, Infratil management has a sound track record, and even adjusting 
for fees, we believe Infratil represents compelling risk/reward for investors in what has become 
an increasingly fully-valued market. The NZ sharemarket has had such a strong run particularly 
in the high yielding electricity sector as a result of the fall in interest rates, that many portfolios 
are now overweight the sector. We believe Infratil provides an interesting ‘hybrid stock’ to 
include in portfolios, with its compelling dividend yield and the potential for capital growth from 
the data centres and Vodafone over time. 

Please contact your adviser if you would like to discuss this in the context of your portfolio. 
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Hobson’s Corner 
 
‘Don’t rely on the Coalition government for growth’ 
 
Mark Fowler – Head of Investments 
If you believe the current economic commentary in New Zealand; then the general consensus is 
that we are in the midst of an economy in a slowdown phase. The ANZ Business Outlook survey 
highlighted that residential construction intentions had plummeted (-27.3% drop). A fall in 
residential investment of that magnitude is suggesting the potential to knock a full percent off 
GDP growth. 

When looking offshore, governments have been prepared to commit to large quantities of fiscal 
stimulus in an attempt to stimulate growth and activity, quantitative easing or legislated growth 
for want of a better term. The theory being, government steps in to support the economy as it 
slows and help fend off the potential for a recession. However, in a New Zealand context, don’t 
rely on the current government for growth. 

Amidst the wellbeing budget, the finance minister announced they were reducing net debt to 
20 percent of gross domestic product by 2022 and looking at a range of 15-25 percent of GDP, 
based on advice from the Treasury. Essentially the status quo, and hardly represents moving the 
dial in terms of government spending.   

The government has acknowledged the ‘gap’ in large scale infrastructure in NZ but has done 
little other than announce a regional infrastructure budget with no clarity on what they are going 
to execute on and how it has going to be implemented. They openly admit the government lack 
the resources and skills to deliver such projects and that there is a need to partner with the 
private sector. The question then is, why the government doesn’t utilise their balance sheet 
whilst funding is cheap and involve offshore counterparties in a competitive process? This will 
not only create jobs and support growth but help deliver long life legacy infrastructure assets.  

There is no doubt that the current government has inherited a sound balance sheet but there 
appears to be a real reluctance to utilise it. The recent announcement of the targeted debt range 
felt prudent but uninspiring and hardly growth oriented. In fact, it left you feeling that it is highly 
unlikely much will happen before the next election cycle, and to my mind this represents an 
opportunity missed. 

A lot has been written about the Reserve Bank and the role they have to play in managing the 
economy through the next stage of the economic cycle. My fear, is that the RBNZ are going to 
be forced to act as the fiscal response will ultimately be slow, with a chance of being non-
existent. 

 

 

Note: This article by Mark Fowler, Head of Investments, was published in the New Zealand Herald on 9th June 2019. 
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General Disclaimers 
This document has been distributed in confidence to New Zealand resident clients of Hobson Wealth Partners Limited (Hobson Wealth). If you are not 
the intended recipient of this document, please notify Hobson Wealth immediately and destroy all copies of this document, whether held in electronic 
or printed form or otherwise.  

This document has been issued and distributed in New Zealand by Hobson Wealth, an NZX Advising Firm and a registered financial services provider. 
The disclosure statements for Hobson Wealth and your adviser are available free of charge by contacting us on 0800 742 737.  Hobson Wealth is not 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Macquarie Group Limited (MGL) but MGL holds an interest in, and provides certain business and research services to, 
Hobson Wealth. There is also a security distribution agreement in place between MGL and Hobson Wealth. 

 This document contains market commentary and factual information or class advice only. It is not research. Nothing in this document shall be 
construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security or product, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction. The information in this 
document does not take account of any particular person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on this information, investors should 
therefore consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their situation. We recommend investors obtain financial, legal and taxation 
advice before making any financial investment decision. The views contained in this document may not constitute the views of Macquarie Group 
Company. While we believe the information to be accurate and any recommendations to have reasonable basis, no warranty is made as to the accuracy 
or reliability thereof. There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate and an individual security may even 
become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in international investments, such as currency fluctuations and 
international stock market or economic conditions, which may adversely affect the value of the investment. The forecasts are predictive in character 
and therefore investors should not place undue reliance on the forecast information. Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure that the assumptions 
on which the forecasts are based are reasonable, the forecasts may be affected by incorrect assumptions or by known or unknown risks and 
uncertainties. The actual results may differ substantially from the forecasts and some facts and opinions may change without notice. Hobson Wealth 
does not give, nor does it purport to give, any taxation advice. The taxation discussion in this document is based on laws current at the time of writing. 
Those laws and the level of taxation may change. The application of taxation laws to each investor depends on that investor’s individual circumstances. 
Accordingly, investors should seek independent professional advice on taxation implications before making any investment decisions. This document 
is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable but we do not make any representation or warranty that it is accurate, complete 
or up to date. We accept no obligation to correct or update the information or opinions in it. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
Hobson Wealth accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this document and/or further 
communication in relation to this document. Hobson Wealth, its associates, and Macquarie Group, their officers or employees may have interests in 
the financial products referred to in this document by acting in various roles including as investment banker, underwriter or dealer, holder of principal 
positions, broker, lender, director or adviser. Further, they may act as market maker or buy or sell those securities as principal or agent and, as such, 
may affect transactions which are not consistent with the recommendations (if any) in this document. Hobson Wealth and members of Macquarie 
Group may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for acting in those capacities and the reader should assume that this is the case. 

 

 

Disclosures 
Important disclosure information regarding MGL interest in the subject companies covered in this report is available at 
www.macquarie.com/disclosures. 

 

Contacts 

For more information, call us on 0800 742 737 or visit our website at hobsonwealth.co.nz 

Auckland 
Level 17, Lumley Centre 
88 Shortland Street 
Auckland 1010 
 

Tauranga 
Level 2, Suite 6, The Vault 
53 Spring Street  
Tauranga 3110 

Wellington 
Level 12, Deloitte Building  
20 Customhouse Quay 
Wellington 6011 
 

Christchurch 
Level 3 
151 Cambridge Terrace  
Christchurch 8013 
 

 

 

http://www.macquarie.com/disclosures
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